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QUESTION: 1
A global company incorporated two new fields x and y co-ordinates on the Location
application. As a requirement they want to copy these co-ordinates on the Work Order
Tracking application when a user selects a location on a record. How can this be
achieved?
A. achievable through Escalation
B. achievable through ALN domain
C. achievable through Table domain
D. achievable through Crossover domain

Answer: D
QUESTION: 2
A member of the planning team will be responsible for determining the quantity of labor,
tools, and materials required to carry out the work. Where can this information be
captured?
A. on the Labor tab of the Work Plan application
B. on the People tab of the Security application
C. on the Plans tab of the Work Order Tracking application
D. on the Storerooms tab of the Work Order Tracking application

Answer: C
QUESTION: 3
What is a rotating item?
A. A rotating item is an individual item that is defined with a common item number. An
item is designated as rotating because one wants to be able to create individual asset:
records by using the information (Classification, Specification, and Item Assembly
Structure) contained on the item record.
B. A rotating item is a set of items that are defined with a specific code. An item is
designated as rotating because one does not want to be able to create individual asset
records by using the information (Classification, Specification, and Item Assembly
Structure) contained on the item record.
C. A rotating item is a set of kits that are defined with a specific description and CL. An
item is designated as rotating because one has the single cost to manage prefers to be able
to create individual asset records by using the information (Classification, Specification,
and Item Assembly Structure) contained on the assembly record.
D. A rotating item is an individual item that is defined with a common item number and
can be a spare part. An item is designated as rotating because one wants to be able to
create multiple asset records by using the information (Classification, Specification, and
Item Assembly Structure) contained on the item set records.
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Answer: A
QUESTION: 4
What the default status of a Preventive Maintenance record when it is created?
A. DRAFT
B. WAPPR
C. ACTIVE
D. INACTIVE

Answer: A
QUESTION: 5
Which operation must be done in order to integrate a report into IBM Maximo Asset
Management?
A. Apply the output.xml template previously modified.
B. Import the report.xml file, and then register the report.
C. Edit the reports HTML file, and then modify the relevant GIF item.
D. Create the applicable reports.xml file, and then import end register the report.

Answer: D
QUESTION: 6
Which two components of Business Intelligence Reporting Tool have been incorporated
into the IBM Maximo Asset Management solution? (Choose two.)
A. .NET SDR
B. Java SDK
C. Report Engine
D. Report Builder
E. Report Designer

Answer: C,?
QUESTION: 7
A company performs regularly scheduled maintenance on its production assets. The work
activities are cumulative so that every 3 months additional tasks are added to the plan and
the entire asset is maintained each year. The process repeats every 12 months. How does
one recommend this be accomplished with the IBM Maximo Asset Management
Preventive Maintenance application?
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